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x y

f(x, y) Goal:  
jointly compute , 

without revealing 
anything more about 
private inputs  and 

f(x, y)

x y

Semi-honest security:  
assume parties follow protocol

Malicious security:  
parties may deviate from protocol
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correlation 
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TODAY: GENERATING   BIT-OBLIVIOUS TRANSFERSN
Complete for 

semi-honest 2PC

Partially extends to 
malicious setting

Good benchmark 
for techniques

- Many past research efforts 
(often called "batch-OT/OT-
extension") [ACPS'09, 
IKOPSW'11, BCGIKS'19, 
OSY'21, BBDP'22] minimizing 
computation/communication 
costs 
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-  is choice bitb
- Alice learns one (and only one!) of Bob's messages

- Bob doesn't learn which message Alice received
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,  and  are independent 
uniformly random bits
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OUR CONTRIBUTION

2-party protocol with malicious security realizing  instances of bit-OT withN

Then there exists:

Computation costs: 
O(N) + o(N) ⋅ 𝗉𝗈𝗅𝗒(λ)

Communication costs: 
o(N) ⋅ 𝗉𝗈𝗅𝗒(λ)
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- Pseudorandomness: 

- ,  pseudorand.Expand(sA) Expand(sB)
- Correctness: 

- (Expand(sA), Expand(sB)) ∈ CN

- Security: 

- Other party's output looks 
pseudorandom up to correlation

PSEUDORANDOM CORRELATION GENERATOR (PCG)

sA sB

Expand(sA) Expand(sB)

 indep. OT'sN

PCG

Can replace                         with efficient  
maliciously-secure 2PC protocol [IPS'08]

PCG
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PRG

Learning Parity with Noise (LPN) for a 
sparse matrix is hard

PCG realizing  instances of bit-OT withN

Then there exists:

Expansion phase computation costs: 
O(N) + o(N) ⋅ 𝗉𝗈𝗅𝗒(λ)

Seed size: 
o(N) ⋅ 𝗉𝗈𝗅𝗒(λ)
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INGREDIENTS
PCG for "non-independent 

OT-like" correlation C
Break correlations 

with local PRG 

C

Inspired by [IKOS'08]

+

Pushes techniques of [BCGI'18]

PRG from 
sparse-LPN

succinct additive sharings 
of "structured" vectors+

We'll focus on 
this step
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LOCAL PRG

Predicate  
P : {0,1}ℓ → {0,1}

π1 π2
πN

 (small)ℓ = O(1)

Replace -th application of  with !i H P ∘ πi

[Goldreich'00]
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apply P ∘ πi
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↦ ↦ ↦

apply P
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 per column!ℓ 
projected

C

Need new sharing schemes for 
"projections" of structured vectors
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THANK YOU! 
QUESTIONS?


